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Electric Pocket Bikes: 2024 MegaTron Premium Kids Electric ATV-PBC4967F2
 

Recommended Ages: 6+
Battery: 60V20AH lead acid
Motor: 1500w brushless with reverse
Drivetrain: Shaft drive
Brake: Hydraulic disc
Suspension: Hydraulic shock absorber
Range: 25km
Top Speed: 31km/hr
Charging Time: 6-8 hours for a full charge
Tires: Front 19x7-8 / Rear 18x9.5-8

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 

$1,499.00

Ask a question about this product 

Description 

  Introducing the Ultimate Kids Electric ATV – a thrilling blend of power and safety, designed to deliver unmatched off-road excitement for young
adventurers! Powered by a robust 60V20AH lead-acid battery, this electric ATV is engineered to push the limits of outdoor fun while ensuring a
responsible riding experience.

At its heart lies a 1500W brushless motor, equipped with a convenient reverse function, offering smooth and reliable power delivery for
navigating through challenging terrains with ease. The motor's efficiency is matched by a shaft drive system, ensuring durability and low
maintenance, perfect for the rugged demands of off-road adventures.

Safety is paramount, which is why this ATV is fitted with hydraulic disc brakes, offering superior stopping power in all conditions. The adventure
doesn't stop there; it's also equipped with hydraulic shock absorbers, providing a comfortable ride even on the bumpiest trails.

Designed for endurance, it boasts a range of up to 25km on a single charge, with a top speed of 31km/hr, making it perfect for exploring further
and faster. The 6-8 hours full charging time ensures that the ATV is ready for action whenever your young rider is.

Riding comfort and traction are enhanced by the meticulously selected tires, sized 19x7-8 at the front and 18x9.5-8 at the rear, designed to grip
a variety of surfaces for stable and responsive handling.

Whether it's a leisurely ride through the park or an adventurous journey off the beaten path, this Kids Electric ATV is the ultimate vehicle for
young explorers eager to discover the joy of outdoor adventures. Ready, set, adventure!

This Electric ATV is shipped 90% assembled, some assembly is required.

Customers are encouraged to call prior to placing their orders for assembly-related questions.
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